PLAY WITH COLOURS

COAT STANDS
ABS & STEEL

YANG
Magnetic Hook
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KOBÉ
Coat Stand
YANG

The YANG collection of wall-mounted hooks has been designed as a contemporary variation of the traditional porcelain hook. Create your own combinations by mixing the colours of our palettes Steel (wall-mounted rack) and ABS (hooks).
**KOBÉ Coat stand**

Built around the YANG hook, the KOBÉ coat stand can also be customized in three-colour combinations, playing with our colour palettes Steel and ABS.

1. **Stem:** palette Steel  
2. **Base:** hook support plate / Umbrella ring: palette Steel  
3. **Hooks:** palette ABS
Steel

Green 52
Red 15
White 01
White 51 RAL 9010
Purple 62
Chocolate 07
Sand 20
Black 24
Clay 47
Silver 29
ABS Hooks
YIN

YIN coat stand is 100% made of steel, offering a refined contemporary look. Play with the colours of the palette Steel and create your own atmosphere, sober and elegant or dynamic and juicy.
YIN

The YIN coat stand can be customized combining the colours of the palette Steel

1 Stem
2 Base / head / umbrella ring
Steel

- White 01
- Green 52
- Red 15
- Purple 62
- Chocolate 07
- Sand 20
- Black 24
- Clay 47
- Silver 29

White 51 RAL 9010
WOOD & STEEL

ALOÈS
Coat Stand
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ALOÈS

One of the great classics in the MANADE universe, ALOÈS is a playful range of coat stands with a metal structure and wood hooks available in many colours.
ALOÈS

The ALOÈS coat stand can be customized combining the colours of the palette Steel and Wood.

1. Stem / Base / Umbrella ring : palette Steel
2. Hooks : palette Wood
Steel

Green 52
Silver 29
White 01
Purple 62
Chocolate 07
White 51 RAL 9010
Black 24
Clay 47
Sand 20
Wood

Purple 62
Red 15
Black 24
Yellow 13
White 01
Green 52
Wenge 41
Blue 03
Beechwood 42
You can combine desk accessories from the range AXIANE with your coat stand, using the same steel colours!